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Man’s intelligence is growing correspondently to his mastering the world. 
Empedocles  
INTRODUCTION 
The curriculum on each discipline is a must for successful teaching process 
organization according to the European Credit Transfer System. Teachers and 
students are to be familiarized with it.  
Grading system is an integral part of the curriculum and provides for assessment of 
the quality of student’s performing of practical classes and self-study tasks and their 
level of knowledge and skills during current, module and semester checks in order to 
convert the marks according to the national grading scale and European Credit 
Transfer System grading scale. 
 
1. EXPLANATORY NOTES 
 
1.1. Subject status in the system of professional training  
This discipline is promotive of forming of scientific-worldview foundations of a 
specialist, empowering him with methodological culture, required for effective 
spiritual-practical activity, performing of scientific-research work in accordance to the 
requests of the modern science. 
1.2. Target of the subject 
Philosophical training is an important part of developing of a modern specialist 
in the process of mastering the future profession. The aim of the discipline is students’ 
acquiring the main concepts, notions, methods of the world philosophy and its history, 
obtaining skills of self-application of them in the direct practical and scientific 
activity, skills of orientation in the complicated world on the basis of forming of the 
modern scientific-philosophic worldview. 
1.3. Objectives to study the subject 
The main tasks of learning the discipline are: 
- mastering the basic positions of the discipline; 
- obtaining the means of philosophical analysis of the problems of human life and 
development of science; 
- uncovering the ability to prove, argue and illustrate the theoretical positions with 
concrete examples connected with professional activity of civil aviation specialists. 
1.4. Integrated requirements for learning outcomes on the discipline 
As a result of studying of the discipline a student shall  
Know:  
- main content, directions of philosophical thought, classical and modern native 
and world philosophy, basic writing of thinkers of the past and modern sources of 
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Learning outcomes: 
Based on a thorough knowledge of philosophy: 
– to form a self-independent style of thinking, individual life position; 
– to apply the acquired philosophical knowledge to analyze modern problems; 
– to use the theoretical knowledge in the professional activity; 
– to independently analyze ontological, gnosiological and methodological 
problems;  
– to form clearly, accurately and logically his/ her opinion and convincingly draw 
rational conclusions; 
– to divide, classify and define concepts correctly and logically; 
– to integrate acquired knowledge into different spheres of national culture, 
humanism, democracy and his/her personal development. 
1.5. Integrated requirements for learning outcomes in educational modules 
The subject matter of the discipline is structured according to module principle 
and consisted of two classic academic modules. 
1.5.1. As a result of studying the material of the module № 1 «History of 
Philosophy. Philosophical Propaedeutics» a student shall  
Know:  
– the subject of philosophy, range of its problems and role in the society;  
– the history of philosophy; 
– dialectics as a teaching of development; 
– philosophical teaching of being; 
– philosophical teaching of man; 
– essence of consciousness and its origin. 
Learning Outcomes: 
– independent analyzing ontological, gnosiological and methodological problems. 
1.5.2 As a result of studying the material of the module № 2 «Gnosiology. Social 
Philosophy» a student shall  
Know:  
– the subject of gnosiology;  
– basic problems of cognition; 
– the subject of social philosophy; 
– philosophical aspect of social production as a mode of man’s being in culture; 
– basic notions and structural elements of politics and political system of the 
society; 
– essence of spiritual culture, society’s spiritual production, notions and the 
structure of social consciousness; 
– the subject and main concepts of philosophy of history; 
- essential strategical ways of social development and perspectives for future. 
- Learning Outcomes: 
-  be able on philosophical grounds to make self-examination and generalize the 
gnosiological problems; problems of economic, social-political and spiritual 
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Knowledge and skills acquired by a student in the process of mastering this 
academic discipline are required in studying of many disciplines of a specialist’s 
professional training with basic and complete higher education. 
 










                                                                              
                                              
 
  
2. SUBJECT CONTENT 
 











1 2 3 4 5 6 
4th semester 
Module №1 “History of Philosophy. Philosophical Propaedeutics ” 
1.1 Philosophy: the range of problems and 
the role in society 
6 2 2 2 
1.2 Historical-philosophical introduction. 18 6 6 6 
1.3 Dialectics as a theory of development 7 2 2 3 
1.4 Philosophical theory of being 7 2 2 3 
1.5 The problem of man in philosophy 6 2 2 2 
1.6 Consciousness, its origin and essence 5 2 1 2 
1.7 Module Test № 1 3  2 1 
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Моdule № 2 “Gnosiology. Social Philosophy” 
2.1 Man’s cognition and mastering the 
world. 
12 4 4 4 
2.1 The subject of Social Philosophy. 6 2 2 2 
2.2 Social production as a mode of man’s 
being in culture. 
12 4 4 4 
2.3 Political sphere of society’s life as a 
philosophical problem. 
6 2 2 2 
2.4  Philosophy of history. 9 4 2 3 
2.5. Strategy of future. 8 2 3 3 
2.6 Module Test № 2 3  1 2 
Total for module № 2 56 18 18 20 
Total for 4th semester 108 34 34 40 
Total for the subject 108 34 34 40 
 
2.2. Development of the didactic process for different types of classes 
 








1 2 3 4 
Semester 4  
Module №1 “History of Philosophy. Philosophical Propaedeutics” 
1.1 Philosophy: the range of problems and the role in society  
 
2 1
1.2 The subject of history of philosophy. Antique Philosophy. 
Medieval philosophy. Philosophy of the Epoch of the 
Renaissance. 
2 1
1.3 Classical German philosophy and Marxist philosophy. 2 1
1.4 Contemporary  Western Philosophy. 2 1
1.5 Dialectics as a theory of interconnection and development 2 1
1.6 The category of Being in  Philosopy. Forms of being. 
Philosophical teaching of matter and its attributes.
2 1
1.7 The problem of man in philosophy 2 1
1.8 Consciousness, its origin and essence 2 1
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Моdule № 2 “Gnosiology. Social Philosophy” 
2.1 Philosophical theory of cognition. Subject and Object of 
cognition. The levels of cognition: everyday and scientific. 
2 1
2.2 Scientific cognition.    Forms and methods of scientific 
cognition. The problem of the truth.  
2 1
2.3 The subject of social philosophy. 2 1
2.4 The notion of culture in philosophy.  Material production and 
its structure. The basic conceptions of information society.  
2 1
2.5 Spiritual culture and spiritual production. Social 
consciousness and its structure. 
2 1
2.6 Political sphere of society’s life as a philosophical problem. 2 1
2.7 History as the subject matter of philosophy. The problem of 
the trend and meaning of history in philosophy. 
2 1
2.8 Coincidence of evolution and revolution principles in the 
mankind’s development. The role of personality in a 
historical process. 
2 1
2.9 Strategy of future. 2 1
Total for module № 2 18 9 
Total for 4th semester 34 17 
Total for the subject 34 17 
  








1 2 3 4 
4thSemester  
Module №1 “History of Philosophy. Philosophical Propaedeutics” 
1.1 Philosophy: the range of problems and functions in society. 2 1 
1.2 Philosophy of Ancient Greece and Rome. 2 1 
1.3 Reasons for the emergence and development of classical 
German philosophy. Basic ideas of Marxist philosophy.  
2 1 
1.4 Peculiarities of Contemporary Western Philosophy and its 
main trends. 
2 1 
1.5 Dialectics and Metaphysics. Basic principles, laws and 
categories of Dialectics. 
2 1 
1.6 The problem of Being in philosophy. Structuredness of 
Being. 
2 1 
1.7 Man and his being as the subject of philosophic reflection.      2 1 
 9
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1.8 The theory of consciousness in materialistic, idealistic and 
religious philosophy.  
     2 1 
1.9 Module Test № 1      1     2 
 Total for the Module № 1 16 12 
Моdule № 2 “Gnosiology. Social Philosophy” 
2.1 The philosophical theory of cognition. The subject and object 
of cognition, their interaction. 
2 1 
2.2 The levels, forms and methods of scientific cognition. 
Intuition and creativity. The problem of truth in scientific 
cognition. 
2 1 
2.3 Social philosophy, its subject and main problems.  2 1 
2.4 Culture as a symbolic world of man's being. Material culture 
and its structure. 
2 1 
2.5 The specificity of spiritual culture and its structure. The 
notions of “mass culture” and “elite culture”. 
2 1 
2.6 Political sphere of society’s life. State. Civil society and state.  2 1 
2.7 Philosophy of history in the structure of philosophical 
knowledge. 
2 1 
2.8 Opposition of “modern–postmodern” in the mankind’s 
cultural and civilization development. The phenomenon of 
globalization. 
3 2 
2.9 Module Test № 2 1 2 
Total for module № 2 18 11 
Total for the subject 34 23 
            






1 2 3 
4th Semester  
1. Study of the  lecture material 17 
2. Preparation for practicals 19 
3. Preparation for module test 4 
Total for 4th semester 40 
Total for the subject 40 
  
 3. Basic concepts of guidance on the subject 
        3.1. List of references 
        Basic literature 
3.1.1.  Alexander Spirkin. Dialectical Materialism / Alexander Spirkin : [transl. by 
Robert Daglish]. — M. : Progress Publishers, 1983. − 342 p.  
3.1.2. Alexander Spirkin. Fundamentals of Philosophy / Alexander Spirkin. — M. : 
Progress Publishers, 1990. — 423 p.   
 10
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3.1.3. B. Russel A History of Western Philosophy / B. Russel. – London : George 
Allen & Unviwn LTD, 2002. — 923 p. 
3.1.4. Donald M. Borchert. Encyclopedia of Philosophy / Donald M. Borchert. — 
New-York : Thomson Gale, 2006. — Vol. 1—10. — 6200 p. 
3.1.5. Globalization and Social Change / Johannes Dragsbaek Schmidt and 
Jacques Hersh. — Lonond : Routledge, 2000. — 303 p.  
3.1.6. Jr. H. W. Johnstone What is Philosophy? / Jr. H.W. Johnstone. — New-
York : Macmillan, 1965. — 287 p. 
3.1.7. Mastering Philosophy / Anthony Harrison-Barbet. — London : 
PALGRAVE, 2001. — 196 p. 
3.1.8. Modernity and Postmodern Culture / J. McGuigan. – N.-Y.: Open University 
Press, 1999. — 189 p.   
3.1.9. Noel Brooke Moore. Philosophy: The Power of Ideas / Brooke Noel Moore, 
Kenneth Bruder. — Boston : McGraw-Hill, 2008. — 618 p. 
3.1.10. Philosophy. Historical-Philosophical Introduction : [the course of lectures]  
/ L.V. Kadnikova − K. : NAU, 2004. — 172 p. 
3.1.11. Philosophy: The Quest for Truth / Louis P. Pojman.  — New York : 
Oxford University Press, 2006. — 655 p. 
3.1.12. Real philosophy: An Anthology of the Universal Search for Meaning / 
Jacob Needleman and David Appelbaum. — New York, N.Y., USA : Arkana, 1990. 
— 347 p. 
Additional literature 
3.1.13. A Dynamic Systems Approach to the Development of Cognition and Action 
/ Esther Thelen and Linda B. Smith. — Cambridge, Mass. : MIT Press, 1994. — 
376 p. 
3.1.14. Bertell Ollman. Dance of the Dialectic: Steps in Marx's Method / Bertell 
Ollman. — Urbana, Ill. : University of Illinois Press, 2003. — 232 p.   
3.1.15. Bertrand Russel. A History of Western Philosophy / B. Russel. – London : 
George Allen & Unviwn LTD, 2002. — 923 p. 
3.1.16. Essays in Ontology / [Edwin B. Allaire and others]. −  Iowa City :  
University of Iowa, 1963. − 215 p. 
3.1.17. Frederick C. Copleston. On the History of Philosophy and other Essays / 
Frederick Charles Copleston. — New York : Barnes & Noble Books, 1979. — 160 p. 
3.1.18. Handbook of Metaphysics and Ontology / Hans Burkhardt, Barry Smith. −  
Philadelphia : Philosophia Verlag, 1991. − 1005 p. 
3.1.19. Mass Media and Popular Culture / Kathleen J. Turner. Chicago : Science 
Research Associates, 1984. — 38 p. 
3.1.20. Mind as Motion: Explorations in the Dynamics of Cognition / Robert F. 
Port and Timothy van Gelder.  — Cambridge, Mass. : MIT Press, 1995. — 590 p. 
3.1.21. Philosophy and Choice: Selected Reading from around the World / Kit R. 
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3.1.22. Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy. — Eelectronic resource : 
www.stanford.edu  
3.1.23. Stephen Davies. Definitions of Art / Stephen Davies. — Ithaca, N.Y. : 
Cornell University Press, 1991. — 243 p. 
 
3.1.24. The Challenge of the 21th Century: Managing Technology and Ourselves 
in a Shrinking World / A. Linstone, I.I. Mitroff. – Albany : State University of New 
York Press, 1994. — 406 p. 
3.1.25. Theories of Modernity and Postmodernity / Bryan S. Turner. — Newbury 
Park, Calif. : Sage Publications, 1990. — 184 p. 
 





Index of Topics 
where Guides are 
Used 
Amount 
1 2 3 4 
1. 
 
Slides, tables 1.1 –1.8, 
2.1-2.8 
2 copies of 
electronic version 
 
4. RATING SYSTEM OF KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS ASSESSMENT 
4.1 . Basic terms, concepts, definitions 
4.1.1. Semester Examination is a form of final check of how well a student 
has mastered both theoretical and practical material in a given subject during a 
semester. The examination is held during the examination period in the presence of 
a board of examiners headed by the chief of the department in accordance with the 
established time-table. 
To maintain objectivity of evaluation and clarity of control over the 
knowledge and skills acquired by students the terminal examination is held at the 
university in written form or with application of computer technology. The given 
rule does not refer to the courses which require mostly verbal answers from 
students. The list of courses with verbal (combined) form of terminal examination 
is drawn up according to each branch (specialty) of study upon the authorization of 
the Deputy Rector for Academics. 
4.1.2. Semester Graded Test is a form of final check of how well a student 
has mastered educational material from a certain discipline on the basis of results 
of implementation by him all types of the planned academic work during a 
semester: class work during lecture, practical classes, and self-study.  
The ECTS system aims at making students work on a systematic basis during the 
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4.1.3. A module is a logically complete, relatively independent integral part of 
a training course, a set of theoretical and practical tasks of relevant content and 
structure with an elaborated system of methodical, educative, individual and 
technological support, a necessary component of which is an appropriate form of 
grading. 
4.1.4. A credit (test unit) is a single unit of measuring work done by students 
both in class and outside it (Academic Load) which is equivalent to 36 working 
hours. 
4.1.5. A grade  is a quantitative measuring unit of students’ learning 
outcomes assessment, based on a multi-value scale as they perform their pre-
assigned set of academic tasks.  
4.1.6. The ECTS grading system is a system of measuring the quality of all 
types of classroom and self-study work done by students as well as the level of 
their knowledge and skills by assessing them in values according to the 100-value 
scale with further transfer of these values into the national scale and the ECTS 
scale. 
The grading system envisages the use of the following grades: the current 
module grade, the module test grade, the total module grade, the semester module 
grade, the examination grade and the total semester grade.  
4.1.6.1. The current module grade consists of values which a student gets 
for a certain kind of academic work in mastering a given module, i.e. doing and 
defending his/her individual tasks at practical classes.  
4.1.6.2. The module test grade is determined in values and in national scale 
grades as a result of doing the module test. 
4.1.6.3. The total module grade is determined in values and in national scale 
grades as the sum of the current module grade and test module grade. 
4.1.6.4. The semester module grade is determined in values and in national 
scale grades as the sum of the total module grades obtained after studying the 
material of all the modules within a semester.  
4.1.6.5. The examination grade is determined in values and in national scale 
grades in the result of carrying out the examination tasks. 
4.1.6.6. The total semester grade is determined as the sum of the semester 
module grade and the examination/differentiated test grade in values, national scale 
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4.2. Methods of the knowledge and skills assessment rating system  
4.2.1. Grading of different kinds of academic work performed by a student is 
done in accordance with Table 4.1. 
 
Тable 4.1. 
Grading of different kinds of academic activities performed by a student  
4 Semester  
Module № 1 Module № 2 
Мах 
Grade 








Carrying out tasks 
during  practicals (8 
values*2 classes) 
     16 Carrying out tasks 
during  practicals  
 
    16 
Carrying out express- 
tasks during  practicals (4 
values*2classes) 
8 Carrying out express- 
tasks during  practicals (4 
values*2classes) 
8 
Creative task 5 Creative task 5 
For carrying out the Module Control 
Work № 1 a student must receive not 
lees than17 values  
For carrying out the Module Control 
Work № 2 a student must receive not 
lees than17 values
Module Test № 1 15 Module Test № 2 15 
Total for Module № 1 44 Total for Module № 
2 
44 
Semester Graded Test 12 
Total for the subject 100 
 
4.2.2. The completed curricular activity is accounted if the student received a 
positive mark according to the national scale given in the table 4.2 below. 
                                                                                                              Таble 4.2 
Correspondence between the Grades and  the National Scale 
Grades 





Module Tests  
№ 1, 2 
8 5 14-15 Excellent 
6-7 4 11-13 Good 
5 3 9-10 Satisfactory  
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At the carrying out the express-tasks the right answer for each questions (test) 
is graded with one point. 
4.2.3. The grades a student has been given for the different kinds of 
academic work are summed up and the result constituting a Current Module Grade 
is entered into the Module Grade Register. 
4.2.4. If a student has successfully done all kinds of academic work within the 
given module (and has got a positive Current Module Grade in the national scale), 
he/she is allowed to take his/her module test. 
4.2.5. The procedure of module testing, which lasts up to two academic 
hours, is held by a commission headed by the head of the department responsible 
for the discipline.  
4.2.6. The Current Module Grade and the Module Test Grade together make 




Correspondence between the Total Module Grades and the National Scale 
 
Module № 1 Module № 2 National Scale 
40-44 40-44 Excellent 
33-39 33-39 Good 
27-32 27-32 Satisfactory 
under 27 under 27 Bad 
 
4.2.7. A student is considered to have passed the module if both his/her 
Current Module Grade and Module Test Grade are positive, i.e. higher than ‘bad’ 
which yields a positive Total Module Grade (Table 4.3). 
4.2.8. If a student has missed the module test due to any reason (being ill, 
debarred, etc.), the entry “absent” is made against his/her name in the column “Module 
Test Grade” and the entry “unclassified” – in the column “Total Module Grade”. 
The student is considered as not having an academic incomplete if he/she is 
allowed to take his/her module test but has missed it due to a valid reason. 
Otherwise he/she is considered as having an academic incomplete.  
Further testing the student in this module is done in accordance with the 
established procedure.  
4.2.9. In case if student received negative module test rating mark, he has a 
chance to retake the test according to the established procedure. 
4.2.10. In case of retaking the module test, the maximum module grades equals 
13 («Good» mark according to the national scale), i.e. it is two points less than that 
given in table 4.2. 
 15
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4.2.11. A student is not allowed to increase his/her positive Total Module 
Grade by taking a repetitive test.  
4.2.12. The Semester Module Grade is calculated as the sum of the Total 
Module Grades. The correspondence between Semester Module Grade values and 
the National Scale is given in Table 4.4. 
 
                                            
       Table 4.4                                                                  Table 4.5 
Correspondence between the Semester               Correspondence Examination       








79-88 Excellent 11-12 Excellent 
66-78 Good 9-10 Good 
53-65 Satisfactory 7-8 Satisfactory 
under 53 Bad under 7 Bad 
 
4.2.13. A student having a positive (higher than ‘bad’ according to the 
national scale) Semester Module Grade is allowed to take a semester exam foreseen 
by the curriculum from the subject in the 4th semester. 
4.2.14. Students have their semester examination in a written form. The 
procedure, which lasts up to three academic hours, is held by a commission headed 
by the head of the department. 
4.2.15. A student who has got a positive (higher than ‘bad’ according to the 
national scale) examination grade (Table 4.5) is considered to have passed the 
semester course in this discipline. Otherwise the student is to be re-examined in 
accordance with the established procedure.  
4.2.16. During repeated passing of  Semester Exam the maximal Examination 
Grade, which can be got by a student equals 10 (“Good” according to the national 
scale), i.e. the grade value presented in Table 4.5 is reduced by 2.  
4.2.17. The Semester Module Grade and the Examination Grade together 
make up a Total Semester Grade whose correspondence to the National Scale and 
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Таble 4.6 
Correspondence of Total Semester Grades to the National Scale 







90-100 Excellent A 
Excellent 
(excellent performance with 
insignificant shortcomings) 




(performance above the 
average standard with a few 
mistakes) 
75 – 81 C 
Good 
(good performance altogether 
with a certain number of 
significant mistakes) 




(performance meets the 
average standards) 
60 – 66 E 
Sufficient 
(performance meets the 
minimal criteria) 




(bad performance; a second 
testing is required) 
1 – 34 F 
Bad 
(very bad performance; a 
student shall retake the course)
 
4.2.18. A student has the right to get his/her Total Semester Grade without 
taking a semester exam if, throughout the whole semester, he/she has done all the 
kinds of academic work in time and has got a positive (higher than ‘bad’ according 
to the national scale) Semester Module Grade. Otherwise he must pass the semester 
exam. 
4.2.19. To be allowed not to take the exam, a student shall submit a written 
application to the Dean of the Faculty. 
4.2.20. A student who, throughout the whole semester, has done all the kinds 
of academic work in time (without delays) and without repetitive module tests, has 
got a positive (higher than ‘bad’ according to the national scale) Semester Module 
Grade, and  has decided not  to take  the exam gets his/her  Total Semester Grade  as 
 17
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the sum of his/her Semester Module Grade and the minimal Examination Grade  
established for each category of Semester Module Grades (11 for “Excellent”, 9 
for “Good, and 7 for  “Satisfactory”). 
4.2.21. If a student who was obliged to take an exam has missed it due to any 
reason (being ill, debarred, etc.), the entry ‘absent’ is made against his/her name in the 
column ‘Examination Grade’ and the entry ‘unclassified’ – in the column ‘Total 
Semester Grade’. 
In this case the student is considered as not having an academic incomplete 
if he/she is allowed to take his/her exam but has missed it due to a valid reason. 
Otherwise he/she is considered as having an academic incomplete.  
Further testing the student in this module is done in accordance with the 
established procedure.  
4.2.22. Repetetive passing of semester control with previously obtained 
positive examination grade with the purpose of increasing of Total Semester Grade 
is not allowed. 
4.2.23. The Total Semester Grade is entered into the Examination Register 
and into a student’s record book in values, National Scale grades, and ECTS Scale 
grades. 
4.2.24. The Total Semester Grade is entered into a student’s record book, for 
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(Ф 03.02 – 01) 







видачі П.І.Б. отримувача 
Підпис 
отримувача Примітки 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
 
(Ф 03.02 – 02) 
АРКУШ ОЗНАЙОМЛЕННЯ З ДОКУМЕНТОМ 
 № 
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(Ф 03.02 – 04) 
АРКУШ РЕЄСТРАЦІЇ РЕВІЗІЇ 
 № 
пор. Прізвище ім'я по-батькові Дата ревізії Підпис 
Висновок щодо 
адекватності
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
(Ф 03.02 – 03) 






















        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
(Ф 03.02 – 32) 
УЗГОДЖЕННЯ ЗМІН 
 Підпис Ініціали, прізвище Посада Дата 
Розробник     
Узгоджено     
Узгоджено     
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The Course Training Program on “Philosophy” is based on the Syllabus with 
index Н2-6.050202-a/12-1.1.4,   approved 26.06.2012 and on the Bachelor Extended 
Curriculum № РБ-2-6.050202−а/12 for the major 6.050202 «Automation and 
Computer-Integrated Technologies», “The Temporal Manual on organization of the 
educational training process on module principle (experiment)” and “The 
Temporal Manual on the Rating System of knowledge assessment” approved by 
the Rector of the University (order № 122/од of 15.06.2004, order №81/од of 
12.04.2005). 
 
The Course Training Program has been developed by  
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Head of the department        ____________ L. Drotyanko 
 
Considered and approved by the Degree-Granting Departments for the major 
6.050202 «Automation and Computer-Integrated Technologies» (speciality 
7/8.05020202 “Computer-Integrated Technological Processes and Production”) – 
department of Aviation Computer-Integrated Complexes, Minutes №____of 
«_____»___________2014. 
 
Head of the Department                                   ____________ V. Sineglazov 
 
 
Discussed and approved by the Scientific-Methodological-Editorial Board of the 
Institute of the Humanities, Minutes №____of «_____»___________2014. 
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